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COMMUNICATING WITH THE PUBLIC 
Elisabeth McPherson 
Forest Park Community College 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Delivered at Annual M.C.T.E. Banquet, April 28, 1978 

It seems pretty obvious that the public, or the vocal portion 

of it, has a very imperfect understanding of what good English 

teaching is, and what good English teachers are trying to do. Some 

of that confusion is our own fault, or the fault of our predecessors. 

People remember what went on in their o~n classes, a long time 

ago, and though they didn't like it then, and don't remember it 

now, we do seem to have convinced them that all that error-chasing 

was somehow "good for them" -- and it ought to be good for today's 

kids too, by golly . Our efforts may not have taught much grammar, 

but it did teach a lot of guilt. 

Teaching has changed for the better, I hope, but public atti

tudes toward what English teaching ought to be have changed very 

little. In fact, all the hullabaloo we've been getting in the last 

few y~ars about account~bility and back-to-the-basics and competency 
' . 

te'St'ing is fairly sound evidence that. public attitudes are· moving 

backwarg instead of forward. For a profession whose main business 

is s~p~osed to be communication, we've been doing a prett~ lousy 

job. 

if we'd been communicating successfully, it would have been 

harder for the media to create the present so-called "literacy 

crisfs." I know, of course, that manufacturing a crisis makes good 
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newspaper copy. When there wasn't a political scandal or a mass 

murder or a new threat of nuclear devastation, there was always 

the schools to write about. And in a country that thinks everything 

can be measured and reduced to a set of figures, it was easy to 

pick up some statistics and go on from there. If the SAT scores 

were gradually going down -- and they undoubtedly have heen for 

about 14 years -- it's s impler to indulge in a lot of hand-wringing 

about the deplorable st ate of education than it is to explain what 

those tests actually measure, who took them, and what the decline 

means . As I'm sure you all know, the SAT was never intended as a 

measure of language com petence; it was designed to predict the 

chances for suct~ss of traditional students in their first year of 

a traditional college. To use the scores for anything else is 

misleading -- and it is, by implication, at least, to tell lies. 

But the furore over the scores was so great that the College 

Board appointed a panel of experts to figure out why the scores 

had gone down, and the report they produced last August was, at 

best, inconclusive. As you probably also know, the verbal section 

of SAT has four kinds of items: antonyms, analogy, sentence com

pletion, and reading comprehension. The content of the questions 

is not confined to English: content comes from social, political, 

scientific, artistic, and philosophical writing, as well as litera

ture. The test, in other words, measures background and experience . 

It's not surprising that the panel found that the initial decline, 
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the one that began in the sixties, resulted mostly from keeping 

a promise -- from making ~igher education available to more 

people from all kinds of backgrounds. More students took the SAT, 

students from groups previously shut out of college: minorities, 

women, the poor. These weren't students with lower abilities or 

even, necessarily, lower achievement, but they were students whose 

experiences were dffferertt from the experiences the test was 

designed to measure. 

The panel was careful to say that reasons for the continued 

decline of the scores in the last ~ix or seven years are only guess

work. Maybe, the panel said, students· have a tendency to choose 

cou·rses they think will demand less effort, and !!l_a.ll!, therefore, 

electives have something to do with the decline; nevertheless, 

the panel found no significant relat-ionships .between electives and 

declining scores. That didn't keep newspapers from reporting 

"Electives force scores down'." and editorial writers from pro

claiming that electives and variety must go -- interpretations that 

I would consider at least half lies. The panel tried, too, to 

discover whether experimental teaching methods, open classrooms, 

non-graded courses, had contributed to the decline; they found no 

evidence that any of those innovative methods were the culprits. 

It had been suggested that experience training -- letting students 

spend some of their time out of the classroom and on the job -

might be to blame, but the panel found that those students tended 

to get higher scores than the students who stayed glued to Jheir 
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desks. 

What the panel found does not support a back-to-basics 

movement, as most ~f the public and press understand basics . The 

report, in fact, warns against a return to "uniform drills and 

exer c ises commended only by a traditional pedagogy" and argues 

for "a larger emphasis on the fundamentals of learning that can 

be identified as strengthening the base on h' w 1ch all students can 
build." The report stresses the need for careful writing and 

critical reading·, it f1"nds th 1 · ere ,ance on tests which require 

little or no writing "unfortunate." The panel found, in fact, 

that the causes for the decline are t i no s mple, and neither are 
the solutions. People who imply that more mechanical drill, and 

more mechanical testing, will raise those scores are, unintentionally 
probably, telling lies. 

All English teachers should be familiar with that report, 

published in August 1977. It' 11 do s ca e _!!_ Further Examination and 

can be obtained from College Board Publications in Princeton. If 

you don't want to spend the $4, your library ought to have it 

anyway. As Arthur Applebee pointed out in summarizing thaf- report, 

"We are likely to suffer the consequences if we allow others to 

draw the inferences for us." 

If lying is too harsh a term for the impression the press has 

created, perhaps distortion would be better. c t · er ainly the results 
o~ the National Assessment of Educat,·onal p rogress were distorted . 
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NAEP did report that 13-year-olds and 17-year-olds appeared to be 

writing less well 9-year-olds were writing a little better 

but it wasn't the spelling and punctuation that had gotten 

worse it was the ideas and the communication. Richard Lloyd-

Jones of Iowa and Ross Winterowd of Southern California did a 

careful analysis of those assessment results, and what they found 

was not exactly what the papers had been publishing. When the 

public and the press use NAEP as a reason for demanding more 

• 

drill and more drudgery, we should be reminding them that diagraming 

won't increasr creativity, and it may very well decrease it. 

I don't believe we have a literacy crisis. According to 

DATABANK, in 19DO, 11% of Americans were illiterate; only 1% are 

illiterate now. Of course I'm not sure what definition of literacy 

· in 1900, but then I'm not sure what definition they were -us1ng 

the crisis-makers are using in 1970 either. 

ht th . so-called crisis because their own People have boug 1s 

knowledge about language and writing is fuzzy and inaccurate, and 

because we English teachers haven't been doing much to defend our

selves. have one interesting -- and appalling -- example of how 

quiet we keep. A w~iter named Jim Quinn wrote an article called 

"Grammarians are Killing the English Language," published by the 

Washin gton Post in December 1977. The article was picked up on 

i Service an d printed,in parts at least, the Washington Post w re 

• 

in various papers across t e coun r . h t Y The Part I saw seemed mild • 
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enc ugh -- it was a clev er a t ta c k on the li nguist ic pre judices of 

peo pl e like Edwin Ne wm an, Theo dore Ber n~tein , and John Simon; it 

la i d a lot of blame on the Wonderful English Teacher -- that 

ste r eotype that used to tell people that the sentence "Lincoln 

wr0t e the Gettysburg address while riding on a train on the back 

of an enve l ope" would confuse all those people who don ' t know 

th at a train is bigg er th an an envelope. It said things like 

"T here 's probab ly a need for books that help people recognize 

[lang uage] prejudices like there is for books that help people 

recognize the equally imp ortant prejudices against eating soup 

with a dessert spoon or wearing brown shoes with a blue suit" -

a position that seems to me perfectly accurate and also perfectly 

obvious . It ended by commenting on Edwin Newman's statement, in 

St rict_lt_ Sp ea king, that America will be the death of English: 

Quinn disa~reed. "English is unkillable," he said. "If it could 

be killed, people like Newman and Bernstein and the Wonderful English 

Teacher would have killed it long ago." 

The point to this story -- and it does have a point -- is that 

when Charley Suhor, the Deputy Executive Director of NCTE, saw the 

article, he sat down and wrote Quinn a congratulatory letter, thank

ing him for the good sense of the article and telling him that it was 

"a welcome voice in the wilderness of mass media commentaries about 

t he so-called decline of language." Quinn was so grateful for 

Chs rley's letter that he s a t dcwn and wrote a 6-p ag e response . 
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He had been receiving floods of mail, but the Suhor letter~ 

the~~ that su pp orted his position. The letters were full of 

all kinds of abuse. One supporter of elegant English simply wrote 

across the article, "Bite it, Asshole," and sent it back. 

We ought to know, even if we sometimes forget it, that language 

in America is a highly emotional issue. Quinn said in the letter 

that if he had written an article in favor of child abuse or 

bestialism, he would have gotten letter after letter saying that 

he was not evil but merely mistaken, or thanking the Post for 

printing such a heartfelt plea for understanding -- or if he'd 

written an article saying he couldn't do the most elementary 

kind of arithmetic, he'd have gotten letters joining him in bragging 

about problems with checkbooks and tipping. Language, he said, is 

obvi~usly different . He also said he'd like to do another articl~, 

attacking the attackers, saying he was wrong in thinking the 

Wonderful English Teacher was the problem, and winding up full of 

hope about the future of teaching. I hope you agree with me that 

it's scandalous that only one person bothered to support Quinn's 

point of view. If we don't defend ourselves, few other people are 

going to. 

I know it isn't ea~y to get rational responses printed. 

Quinn said the Washin gton Post's letters-to-the-editor column was 

full of scurrilous attacks on him, and contained nothing in defense 

,:: \<' ha t he said. That may have been because nobody tried to defend 
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him. When Newsweek came out with that screaming cover a year or so 

ago, proclaiming loudly "why Johnny can't write," you would have 

thought their correspondents were unanimous in denouncing schools, 

teachers, books and students. Actually I know several people 

personally who did write careful, well-reasoned explnnations of 

the way Newsweek had twisted the situation. None of the letters got 

into print. Maybe the letters were too rational and too well

documented to make exciting reading. 

But if it's hard to break into mass circulation magazines, 

it's not as hard t · o get into the large number of what are being 

called "alternate newspapers," or into your own local paper. Some 

answers were printed there -- and we have to keep trying. 

I don't think we have a literacy crisis; I do think we have 

a crisis of control. We ought to be worried about who decides 

what's taught in English classes. A public caught up in its own 

prejudices? A group of legislators whose ignorance is even 

scarier because they have the power to force that ignorance on the 

schools? The testmakers who sound very scientific when they deal 

in norms and deviations and rel1'ab1·11·ty d 1·d· an va 1 1ty and computer-

ized scores? Or English teachers who are supposed, at least, to be 

the professionals? 

Unless we do a better job of explaining ourselves, we're 

likely to lose that control. Three weeks ago in St. Louis, a 

candidate for the Board of Trustees campaigned on the printed 
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statement: "Keep the faculty association from taking over the Junior 

College District board to obtain its every wish and desire at the 

cost of the local taxpayers and students. Vote for -- out of sheer 

kindn~ss I'm omitting the name -- to keep the highest level of 

h 1 t "ble cost" That statement has education we have at t e owes poss, . 

two implications. First, and most frightening, it implies that if 

teachers are allowed to influence things, the level of education 

will go down. And second, it makes pretty clear that his real 

· t d ti b t economy I'm sorry to say that he got concern ,s no e uca on u . 

elected; the margin was narrow, but he won. 

And it doesn't do us much good to know that often the clamor for• 

competency testing is a thin disguise for cost-cutting . 

Let's not kid ourselves about control, either. When the 

competency tests arrive, what the tests cover will control what 

w~ teach. If our students are being judged -- ff they're being 

penalized -- by the scores they get on the competency tests, we'll 

teach them to~ the tests, whether or not that means reading and 

writing better. And if we're being judged by how many of our students 

pass the test -- and that's one of the major dangers of competency 

testing -- we'll work ev&n harder to make sure that none of .Q.!!!. 

students fail. 

Another thing we'd better communica•te -- in speeches, letters 

to the editor, appearances at PTA and school board meetings-· fs 

the stand that NCTE has taken on those tests. It's almost too late 
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already. Between April 1976 and November 1977, the number of 

states that had mandated minimum competency testing increased 

from 8 to 31. Minnesota doesn't have such a regulation -- yet. 

(Maybe there's one underway by now my latest information is 

last November.) If you don't want it to happen here, now's the 

time to begin. I know of at least one state -- ~ontana -- where 

such a proposal was successfully fouqht by English teachers who 

did communicate. They showed up at hearings, presented research 

and testimony, and convinced the legislators that what they were 

about to do was not in the best interests of the students of that 

state. 

NCTE, as a professional organization, has been deeply concerned 

about those tests for the last two years. Maybe it should have 

been concerned sooner. A resolution passed in 1~7E was fairly 

gentle. The background statement said: 

We believe English teachers must be accountable both to their 
students and to the public for the progress individual students 
make in their ability to use the language. We believe further 
that standardized tests of language ability yield limited 
information about aspects of the language process, but do not 
always give a sense of the total quality of communication. 
Sufficient research data, such as the descriptive criteria 
and approach suggested in Paul Oiederich's Measurin g Growth 
~ English, indicate that the development of alternative 
models for assessin9 the quality

0
of language growth is both 

possible and practical. 

The resolution itself said: 

Be it therefore resolved that NCTE encouraqe and support the 
development and dissemination of alternatives to standardized 
testing for the assessment of student growth in language processes. 
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Even before that, in November 1975, the Executive Committee of 

NCTE had endorsed a series of statements on standardized achieve

ment tests drafted at a conference called by the National Associ

ation of Elementary School Principals and the North Dakota Study 

Group on Evaluation. Among the statements endorsed were these: 

1. The profession needs to place a high priority on developing 
and putting into wide use new processes of assess~ent that 
are more fair and effective than those currently in use and 
that more adequately consider the diverse talents, abilities, 
and cultural backgrounds of children. 

2. Parents and educators need to be much more actively involved 
fn the planning and processes of assessment. 

3. Any assessment results reporte~ to the ~u~lic_must_include 
explanatory material that details the limitations inherent in 
the assessment instruments used. 

4. Educational achievement must be reported in terms broader than 
single-score national norms, which can b~ misleading. 

5. Information about assessment processes should be shared amonq 
the relevant professions, policy makers, and.the public so that 
appropriate improvements and reform can be discussed by all 
parties. 

6. Every standardized test administered to a child should be 
returned to t~e school for analysis by the teachers, parents, 
and child. 

7. Further~ the stanQardized tests used in any give~ commun~ty 
shoultl be made publicly available to that com~unity to give_ 
citizens an opportunity to understand and review the tests in 
use. 

Maybe we should be urging parents to demand to see those 

tests; maybe they'd like to see how well they could do themselves. 

By November of last year, NCTE's position had become more 

forthright. Of the seven resolutions passed at the business 
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meeting, four had to do with testing. I'd like to quote two of 

them. The first resolution said, in three parts: 

Resolved t~at NCT~ oppose )egislatively mandated competency
based testing until such time as it is determined to be socially 
and educationally beneficial. 

Resolved that NCTE work with legislators and other policy makers 
to determine how languaqe competence can be best assured. 

And resolved that appropriate NCTE standing committees and 
co~missions ~x~mine alternative ways of assuring competence 
while determining throuah practice, theory, and research if 
competency-based education is in the best interests of all 
members of the educational community. 

The second 1977 resolution had four parts: 

Resolved that NCTE condemn the transformation of the English 
Language Arts Curriculum from a holistic concern for lanquage 
development to sequenced but isolated and often unrelated sets 
of reading and writing skills; 

Resolved that NCTE oppose as educationally unsound the use of 
mandated performance assessments as criteria for promotion and/or 
graduation of students; 

Resolved that NCTE oppose as educationally unsound the use of 
narrow assessments of student skill as criteria for the hiring 
and firing of teachers; and · 

Resolved that NCTE actively campaign against testing practices 
an~ programs which, masquerading as improved education for all 
children, actually result in the segregation and tracking of 
students, thus denying them equal eduational opportunity. 

The 1977 resolutions called for two kinds of action; letters 

and copies of each resolution were to be officially sent to the 

appropriate people or groups of people; and members were to send 

their own letters related to these concerns to the same appropriate 

people -- names and addresses were supplied. I'm pretty sure that 

NCTE headquarters sent all the official letters. I'd be curious 
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to know how many NCTE members followed up on their part of it . 

Neither NCTE's objections -- nor mine and yours -- may do much 

toward stopping the rush toward competence tests or the prolif

eration of standardized objective tests and the publicity given 

Even l.f we can't stop them, it seems to me their results. 

essential that everybody who sees those scores, or even hears 

about them, be familiar with the testmakers' terminology. At the 

already know, I'd like to remind you risk of repeating things you 

that the term "objective" simply means multiple-choice questions 

with a single right answer; it does not mean that the questions 

are fair, or important, or even unambiguous. 

Tests are "standardized" if norms have been established, but 

there is no guarantee that the norms are genuinely representative 

of all groups in American society. 

"Rel iabi'l ity" means only that if the same person takes the 

test at two different times, or takes two different versions of 

the same test, the scores will be approximately the same. What we 

a Very bad t est can be reliable in this sense; might consider 
, mean that a test purporting to measure writing "reliability" doesn t 

in terms Of predicting whether a student can ability is ~reliable" 

write well. 

"Validity" means __ and here I'm actually quoting from a very 

valuable little pamphlet by Vito Perrone, called "The Abuses of 

Standardized Testing," published by the Phi Delta Kappa Educational 
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Foundation -- "the deqree to which a test measures what it is 

supposed to measure and/or the degree to which the scores derived 

from a particular test can be related to what the test is supposed 

to be measuring." Validity, you'll hardly be surprised to hear, 

is difficult to establish; it's usually done by asking a group of 

experts whether they thi!!!_ that's what the test really measures. 

People who suggest that some tests are biased are really questioning 

the validity of the test; they're sayina that the content of the 

test doesn't represent the socio-educational experiences of many 

minority people. 

That's another one of my objections; I think most stan~ardized 

objective tests do discriminate against some students, although 

their defenders will argue that they don't. Phi Delta Kappa is an 

impartial organization; it followed Perrone's pamphlet with another 

one called "The Uses of Standardized Testing." I'd recommend 

readin~ this pamphlet on the qoad old rhetorical principle that 

we should be familiar with t~e arguments of the other side, just 

so we can show what's wrong with them. I mention it here, however, 

because the method he uses to show that standardized tests are not 

biased is one of the most fascinating circular arguments I've seen 

in a long time. He says a test is not biased just because cultural 

minorities get lower scores -- the lower scores only mean they don't 

know as much. To prove bias, he says, you'd have to have both a 

biased and an unbiased test and then compare the scores. But you 
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can't have a biased test that covers the same items without its 

being the same as the unbiased test. Therefore you can't demon

strate bias, and if you can't demonstrate bias, it doesn't exist. 

QED. He seems to be saying that you can't have a biased test 

because you can't make a biased test, and if you can't make one, 

then the test you have isn't biased. 

The questions that go into a standardized objective test are 

tried out in various schools and the questions most people .[tl 

right,~ well~ those most people get wrong,~ thrown out. 

They have to be, if the test is to result in a "normal distribution," 

that is, if it is to produce scores rangiAg fro~ very low to very 

high, with most people scoring somewhere in the middle. But the 

questions that are thrown out may cover most of the important things 

we've been successfully teaching. The tests deliberately exclude 

a great many questions mcist of our students could answer. That's 

why it matters that the test be made publicly available so that 

citizens -- and teachers -- can know what the questions actually 

cover. 

And finally, the terms "norm" and "percentile" should be 

clearly explained. Very few tests are reported in absolutes; that 

is, they don't tell how many questions a student got right ac

cording to the answer key. They tell, instead, how a student did 

in relation to other students who took the same test. They're 

exercises in competition, not learning. A percentile score is no-t 
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a percentage; it's a comparison. Nevertheless, the St . Louis 

papers had headlines not long ago bewailing the fact that scores 

in some of the city's schools were below the city's norm, and 

parents got upset about it. Half the city's students will always 

be below the city's norm. Half of them will always be in the lowest 

percentile, because that's what norm and percentile mean. 

We need to keep reminding outselves -- and other people 

that tests aren't sacred. 4t best, they provide only a tentative 

report on a very narrow portion of a human being's abilities. But 

even a journal as reputable as the Mew Re public was horrified last 

fall at the notion that somebody might "fiddle with the tests 
might, presumably, change the questions so that they better represent 
human capabilities and needs. The New Re public arti1:le was referring 
to the pre-med i cal scores used by the llniversity of California at 
Davis in connection with the Bakke case, but the comment is unfor

tu1ately typical of t he way too many people regard tests and test 
.; cc r es. 

A lot of the questions ought - to be fiddled with; in English, 

a t least, we should insist on some fiddling. 

Teachers should have written to the New Re public protesting 

the assumption that test questions are sacred, just as we ought to 

write to our local papers when their news reports give simple

minded ex~lanations for complex problems, or their editorial 

writers demand a return to drills and diagraming. We ought to show 

up at town coundls, church socials, and civic study groups 
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any place that will let us in --and convince discontented parents 

and worried voters that all of us want the same thing: students who 

are better readers, better writers, better language-users, better 

citizens. The disagreement is only whether English professionals 

that's us -- are better judges of how to do it than the legislatures, 

the testing companies, or the national press. 

We ought, in fact,to join SLATE and become thoroughly familiar 

with its publications. SLATE, as I hope you know, is an acronym 

for Support for the Learning and Teaching of English. It's the 

social and political action wing of NCTE, organized in the belief 

that the English profession can't survive by merely bemoaning the 

terrible things that have happened; we can only survive by infu

encing public attitudes before deplorable events do occur. The 

1976 SLATE Starter Sheets concentrated on back-to-the-basics and 

tried to explain, in ordinary lan~age, what the basics in English 

really are. The 1977 Starter Sheets concentrated on testing; they 

contain some clear and useful information on all the things I've 

been talking about. The first 1978 issue is Kenneth Goodman's 

open letter to President Carter, in which he points out, among 

other things, that "the real crisis in American education ... is 

not a lack of concern for the basics but . ... a conflict over what 

is bisic" and says that "science and humanism are on one side while 

mindless technology and behavior management are on the other . " 
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The older Starter Sheets are available from NC 7E for a dollar a 

set; if you want to find . out what's going on this year, ~nd help 

SLATE try to influence public attitudes and policy, send $5 to 

SLATE/NCH . 

If SLATE had a hundred times as many contributors as it has 

now, however, I don't think we could qet rid of the tests the 

competency tests, the achievement tests, the intelliqence tests, 

the placement tests -- but we can work a good deal harder at 

interpreting what they measure and what they mean. We can explain 

the ways in which test results can be misused and abused, and the 

way students can be damaged by those abuses . We can show that 

standardiz ed tests are a move toward the mechanization, the dehuman

ization of education, and we can demonstrate that, i~ Enqlish at 

least, tests measure only the most mechanical and the least impor

tant pa r ts of how people use their lanquage. There's no way that 

multiple-choice questions, qraded and reported bv machines, can make 

fair judgments about how well students talk or write. And even if 

we insist, as I think we must, that to test writing we need a 

writing sample, the situation doesn't qet much better. I'd hate 

to have unalterable decisions made about my competence, about my 

future -- in effect, about me -- on the basis of what I produced in 

forty minutes on a topic somebod y else had chosen. Writing sam?les 

at least, single writing samples -- are another way of k' rr.a 1 n CJ 

a mechanical act -- words ground out in response to an artificial 
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situation -- instead of what writing shou1d be: an act of commu

nication in which somebody who has something to say says it because 

it 11eeds saying. 

Among the things that desperately need saying right now are 

what good Engl is~ departments are trying to do. Some of the things 

we know about learn;ng to read and learning to write -- about what 

real people do with a living language -- remain a pretty well-kept 

secret. The public won't find out much honest, up-to-date knowl

edge about language and how people learn it, or change it, unless 

we keep trying to tell them. 

Good English departments remember that language changes, 

slowly but inevitably, and that what was a solecism a century ago -

splitting an infinitive, for instance 

among our best writers and speakers. 

is now common practice 

Good English departments recognize that everybody speaks a 

dialect -- there's nothing pejorative about the term. Dialects 

can be regional or socio-economic, and include pronunciation, 

vocabulary, and syntax . All children master the basic elements 

of their own dialect before they start to school, and speakers of 

one American dialect can understand speakers of other American 

dialects, if they want to. 

Good English departments realize that people learn the lan-

guage they hear spoken. Young children have an enormous capacity 

to absorb language, an ability that begins to diminish with ado-
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lescence and has diminished so much by adulthood that changing 

ingrained patterns is a slow and often painful process. w k e now, too, 

that schools can supply 

that goes on. Children 

days a week; the rest of 

with language that seems 

hear in the classroom . 

only a small 

spend only 7 

their waking 

more real to 

part of the language learning 

hours a day in school for 5 

hours they ~re bombarded 

them than the language they 

Good English departments know that there's no such thing as 

an absolute standard of correctness. w'hat' s right for one s1tu

a""tion may be quite "wrong" or unsuitable in a different situation. 

Language choices cannot be measured by "right" or "wrong" fn the 

wa y that yardsticks can be checked to see whether thefr inches are 

the proper length. 

Good English departments know that everybody adjusts their 

l anguage choices to the situation they ffnd themselves in. Students 

don't talk on the playground the way they talk fn the classroom, or 

speak to their friends as they speak to thefr teachers. This 

ability to shift styles shows a genuine skill in using language 

the same skill that adults use in adapting to the requirements of 

the job, the cocktail ba~, or a funeral service. 

Good English departments know that people, young and old, do 

ma e those changes make changes in their language habits, but they k 

only when they get an immediate benef,·t. H" h 19 grades, or high 

scores on a test, are often not enough to provide the motivatio~ 
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they need. 

Good English departments know that peopie think in language. 

and that people ~an think logically or illogically in any dialect . 

Those departments know that the· ability to think clearly is more 

important than minor usage variations, and suspect that time spent 

on clarity of thought is better spent than time devoted to chasing 

mechanical err.ors. 

Good English departments know that children who read a lot, 

both in and out of school, probably gain m~re syntactic flexibility 

and broader vocabularies than children who roam the playgrounds or 

sit glued to TVs. But they a)so know that growth in language comes 

from a broad variety of experienc~s -- ~aseball as well as books, 

television ~swell as teaching~- from role-playing, from discussions, 

from practice in experimenting. They know that isolated drills are 

more likely to teach nervousness and self-consciousness than anything 

else -- except possibly how to fill in the blanks -- a language 

skill that seldom arises outiide the classroom or the standardized 

tests. 

Good English dep~rtments know th~t what's basic in English is 

the ability to communicate -- and successful communication can take 

place in many different ways, in many different situations. It 

depends on the goodwill of the listener or reader, as well as on the 

skill of the speaker and writer. 

Good English departments know that good writing involves a 
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recognition of purposes, and the way those purposes affect what 

gets written. It involves audiences, and practice in writing f~r 

first one audience and then another . It involves seeinq the 

difference between honest opinion, intended to inform, and deliberate 

slant, intended to deceive . It involves moving from s afe, easy 

generalizations to specific statements and examples, ground in 

knowledge and experience. \It involves respect for accuracy and 

logic. It involves comparing the effectiveness of one way of saying 

something against another way, not because one way is "riqht" and 

the other "wrong, " but because one way is clear and th e other 

vague, because one way is vivid and the other dull. It involves the 

realization that "sounding like 11 textbook" is usually bad ~iriting, 

that sounding like people is often very good . Finally, of course, 

it involves the editing that makes life easier for readers, bu~ the 

editing is an end, not a beqinning . 

Most important of all, good English departments know that 

distortion is a greater crime than "he don't" ; that racist and 

sexist language does far more harm than missing apostrophes and 

missinq "ed's"; and that, although people may regard math as a 

nuisance and history as a bore, they regard language as a personal, 

emotional matter -- it's part of them and who they are. 

We can't afford to react to public pressure by moving back

ward, but if we could, ethically, do that, it wouldn't help much 

anyway. Survival de ~~nds that we do all we can to meet student needs 
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honestly and humanely, but it also demands that most of the public 

be convinced that we really are meeting those needs. We have to 

carry our message outside the classroom, outside the school 

buildings, outside professional meetings such as this one. 

High school and community college teachers have never had 

much chance to live in that famous ivory tower university professors 

are said to hide in. We have, however, shown a tendency to retreat 

to the security of our five-room apartments with the safety lock on 

the door. We've left the community relations staff to explain what 

we're trying to do, and they haven't done a very good job, maybe 

because they don't understand it themselves. If we want to survive 

as reputable teachers in a humane .discipline, we'll have to 

become activists. We'll have to do more than just go to school, 

meet some classes, read some papers, and spend the evening reading 

great books -- or whatever we do with our leisure time. We'll have 

to argue -- hard -- for changes that go beyond getting the cost-of

living added to our own paychecks 

We'll have to communicate with the public. 
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ON SPELLING 
Leroy Jasmer 
Willmar Junior High School 
Willmar, Minnesota 

About a week ago another faculty member and I got into a 

bitter battle in the faculty lounge about spelling. He'll have 

his own story to tell about the fracas, but you know what kind of 

fabricated fiction that'll be. The one who shall remain nameless 

hit me first with a couple of wild verbal swings which had no 

substance behind them whatever. Then I unloaded with my statistics 

and he crumpled. That really made me feel powerful, and if there 

is anything we beleaguered English teachers need right now, it's 

power. 

More times than I can count, I've heard teachers say, "Kids 

can't spell." have said it myself, making the same assumptions 

many of you have made and remembering only the worst spellers I've 

known. With too many things about our schools, we have been our 

own worst detractors, especially when we meekly agree with lay 

persons who criticize schools, students, and teachers without 

knowing the facts. Perhaps we should look at our students' spel

ling more carefully to learn what the facts are and how good it 

really is. 

When my ninth grade students wrote their last three themes, I 

had them count the words and write the totals at the bottoms of their 

papers. I circled the misspelled words as I checked their work . 

Then it was a simple matter to count the circled words and add the 
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total words with a calculator . For my purposes in teaching writing, 

I chose to check the items as they are listed below. Note that 

items three and four are labeled "style . " 

l. All misspelled words (The same word was counted each time 
it was misspelled in i student's paper.) 

2. Words lacking apostrophes 

3. Numbers written as figures which can be written with two 
or fewer words (style} 

4. Ordinals written in abbreviated form which can be written 
with two or fewer words (style) 

In the table below are the counts made on the three sets of 

themes, Matter with Me, Sprinq, and Stained Glass. The identifying 

titles come from the short films which were used to stimulate a 

flow of ideas before the writing assignment. With the exception of 

the themes from a few students who were absent, all writing, both 

rough draft and final copy, was completed during the regular class 

period. 

Matter with~ 

Hour Total Words ------ Miss pelled Words 

2 3,579 53 
3 2,968 46 
4 2,731 ,:; 1 
5 2,912 56 
6 2,868 62 

15,058 218° l. 84 % 

Spring 
2 2,333 l 9 
3 2,229 14 
4 2,341 42 
5 2,514 34 
6 2 I 240 38 

11 ,657 lTT l. 26% 
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Stained Glass 

Hour 
-2-

3 
4 
5 
6 

Tota 1 words 
-. -2-,8~ 

2,741 
2,357 
2,790 
3,200 

13,955 

Miss pelled Words 
23 
28 
38 
3() 

34 
7"53 1.09% 

If items three (numbers) and four (ordinals) had not been 

counted, the percentage of misspelled words for the Stained Glass 

theme would have been well below one 9er cent. Discardinq the 

half dozen papers which have the most spelling errors wou.ld drop 

the percentage almost a quarter of a per cent. 

Whether the improvement from 1 .84% to 1.09{ is significant 

or not, I can't say. A areat many factors could have a.ffected the 

change. When the Matter with Me theme was written, the students 

were asked to check their spe11inq before hand i ng in thefr- papers. 

~Jhen the Stained Glass theme was ~!ritten, s.tudents were as·ked to 

check a check list posted on the classroom wall before hand{ng in 

their papers. They were also told that if any one of the "check

listed'' words was misspelled, the theme with that error would 

receive a goose egg. The words helow are the "checklisted" words . 

there/their/they're your/you're its/it's a lot 

Of course, there could ~e other reasons why the percent of 

errors went down on the last theme. Maybe the topic grabbed more 

students, or more students decided they had something they wanted 

to say, something important. We coulrl have been under the influence 

of a high pressure (or a low pressure) weather system. That theme 
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was written after the kids had had a good rest during Easter 

v,cation. Dr maybe the moon had something to do with it. 

Seriously, I would not discount any one of these reasons, even 

though they seem silly at first glance. But teaching could have 

been a factor too. Now that I think about it, that's what it 

n~rl to be. Great teaching . 

Although I think that we can improve on it, a one per cent 

r dte of error in spelling isn't bad. I doubt that a cross section 

of the adult population would do any better. I think we should give 

credit to the teachers in the Willmar Elementary Schools, the 

s eventh and eighth grade teachers in Willm~r Junior High, and the 

students themselves. 

1979 SPRING CONFERENCE 

Minnesota Council of Teachers of English 

May 4 - 5, 1979 

Sunwood Inn 
St. Cloud, Minnesota 

Theme: A New Visibility 

Program Chairperson: Mil Voelker 
English Department 
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St. Cloud State University 
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301 

TEACHING MFM ~FANINGS FDR WORDS 
Randa 11 J. Ryder 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

(This is the second in the series of articles on the work in 
teaching vocabulary being done by Professor Michael Graves of 
the University of Minnesota, Mi~neapolis, and his qr~duate 
students. In the introductory article in the spring iss~c c ~ 
MEJ, Professor Graves identified four types of vocabu l~ r y -
(l) words which are in ·the studerit"::l;s , oral vocabulary but whi c:1 
she/he cannot read, (2) new meanings for words already in the 
student's vocabulary with one or mort meanings, (3) words in 
neither the student's oral vocabulary nor his or her reading 
vocabulary but for which she/he has an available concept, and 
(4) words in neither the student's oral nor his/her rea~ing 
vocabulary and for which she/he has no concept -- and discussed 
the first of these. The third article will appear in the next 
issue of MEJ. Ed.) 

This paper, . the second in the present series of papers on 

types of vocabulary to teach, discusses the teaching of new 

meanings for words which students already know. Reading authori t ies 

generally agree upon the importance of teaching new meanings -for 

words which are already part of students' reading and oral vocab

ularies (McKee, 1945; McCullough, 1957; Thomas and Robinson, 1976; 

Dale, D'Rourke and Bamman, 1975). nespite this agreement that new 

meanings should be taught, mv review pf research in this area 

produced few studies which indicate specifically how such words 

should be taught. It is apparent though that factors such as the 

learner's cognitive development (Betts, 1949), the learner's 

language development (Clark, 1973), and qualities of the reading 

material itself (Betts, 1959) affect the acquisition of new meanings 

for words. Detailed discussion of linguistic and cognitive devel-
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cp~erts 1s beyond the scope of this paper. However, in the sections 

that follow, I will discuss the effects of age and ability, two 

indicies ot linguistic and cognitive development, on the acqui

si tion of new meanings for words. Following these sections, I will 

consider the effect of the context in which a new meaning occurs. 

And following that section, I will consider the importance of various 

new meanings, ways of selecting word-meaning combinations that need 

to be taught, and methods of instruction. 

As already noted, age is one factor affecting the acquisition 

of new meanings. The sorts of new meanings that are most frequently 

encountered by primary grade children are ones that are very closely 

related to the meanings they already know. Good examples are the 

meanings of run in "The boy runs," "The water runs," "The train runs." 

Primary grade children are likely to recognize these new meanings as 

a result of their knowledge of the already acquired meaning and the 

content of the reading selection if, as is frequently the case with 

primary grade material, the content is easy and familiar. We must 

not assume, however, that new meanings and unfamiliar content can 

be learned simultaneously. If the content is unfamiliar to the 

student, then it cannot fu~nish clues for deriving new meanings to 

previously learned words. Thus simpl~ multiple meanings will 

sometimes have to be taught to young children. 

As students progress to the intermediate grades, acquiring 

new meanings for words becomes ~rucial to their understanding of 
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content area material. Moreover, intermediate-grade students may 

find acquiring new meanings more of a problem. There are several 

reasons for this. First, the frequency with which students are 

presented with previously learned words with new meanings is far 

greater than it was in the primary grades. Second, the new 

meanings may not be as closely related to the old meaninqs as was 

the case in the primary qrade materials. The meaninq of blank in 

"blank verse" could only be guessed at from the common meaning of 

blank as "empty." Third, readinq is no longer viewed as a process 

which is taught to the student. Less time is spent on reading 

instruction, and more time is spent on reading textbooks to learn 

content. Consequently, when words take on new and different 

meanings in each content area -- "cell division," "division of 

infantr y ," divisions of a corporation" -- students may become 

confused. Finally, there is a decrease in the amount of vocabulary 

control in the material that children read. Unlike the basal 

readers and their supplementary materials, most literature, science 

social studies, and math texts fail to control the vocabulary which 

is presented to students . As greater numbers of new words are 

presented in the reading material, students are provided with fewer 

clues to use in discovering new meanings for previously learned 

words. 

As students move into the secondary qrades, these same problems 

persist and, in fact, are intensified. Of course, by this time, 
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many students are becoming quite competent at ascertaining new 

meanings of words . This is also the time, however, when students 

are increasingly required to work with figurative meanings, par

ticularly of course in English classes. Such metaphors as, "He 

received- the news with his eyebrows," or "The darkness was piled 

up in the corner like dust" are much of the eslence of English. 

But working with words in strange and unfamiliar contexts is 

extremely challenging, and students may n~ed a good deal of help 

from the teacher. This does not mean that teachers should assist 

stud~nts with every instance of figurative language. For one thing, 

students need some practice in dealing with figurative language on 

their own. For another, with prose at least, teachers need to 

consider the advisability of drawing attention to a new meaning which 

may be unique to a particular selection. 

turn now to the factor of ability as it affects readers' 

acquisition of new meanings. As average and above average students 

progress through school, learning new meanings is facilitated by 

their ever increasing reading and oral vocabularies. When there 

are relatively few unfamiliar words in the reading selection, few 

words act as "stoppers" to.comprehension, and contextual clues can 

be used in unlocking new meanings of words previously learned. 

Additionally, ever increasing general knowledge will aid students 

d i If the Conte nt of the reading is in acquiring new wor mean ngs. 

familiar, or can be readily related to previously learned informati n , 
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greater amounts of energy can be directed to acquiring new meanings. 

The situation is very different with poor readers. Poor 

readers have reading vocabularies which are substantially smaller 

than their listening vocabularies. Consequently, these students 

must attempt to use phonics skills to identify many words within a 

sentence. Once a word is decoded, it can be matched with its 

meaning in the student's oral vocabulary, and the word in print is 

given a meaning. If the readinq material contains a large percentage 

of words which are in the student's oral vocabulary but not his· or 

her reading vocabulary, comprehension comes very laboriously. 

Moreover, contextual clues are less likely to be noticed as a result 

of the reader's attention being directed to word analysis. With 

fewer contextual clues available to the reader and with comprehension 

taking real effort, the poor reader has difficulty gaining new 

meanings. Even though the poor reader continues to acquire new 

meanings to previously learned words, he or she does so at a much 

slower rate than the average or above average reader. Consequently, 

the range in the number of ~eanings students have and in their ability 

to acquire new meanings increases as students proceed through school . 

Several comments have already been made about the effect of 

context on the students' ability to gain new meanings. I have noted 

that the difficulty and familiarity of the material are important 

factors to consider. Consider the meaning of ob j ective as 

"microscope lens." This meaning might well have to be taught if the 
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word appeared in a contextually weak sentence such as, "Harry 

went to the store to buy an objective," but it would probably 

not have to be taught if it were used in the rich context of, 

"Harry had to buy a new objective for his microscope because 

the old one got scratched, making the image blurry." 

Another factor of new meanings that needs to be considered 

is their importance . The new meanings that are most suitable for 

teaching will vary among teachers and across subject areas . For 

example, the sentence, "The infantry mounted the cannons on the 

railway with an ev anoP. i ism theretofore unwitnessed," would be 

treated differently in a social studies class discussing tactics 

of warfare than it would be in an English class examining character 

traits. The social studies teacher would be relatively unconcerned 

with the ability of the students to acquire a new meaning for 

ev anoelism, as would the English teacher with the word mounted . 

As another example, consider the importance of teaching the meaning 

of _theme as "a short melody in music"in an English class as 

opposed to a music class . 

Everything that has been said to this point suggests guidelines 

for teaching new meanings .. turn now to the matter of selecting 

specific word-meaning combinations to teach. One technique is for 

teachers to simply follow their intuition and go through selections 

before students read them and pick out words and new meanings to be 

taught. A second and more objective technique is to use intuition 
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and then to verify it. To do this, pick out the words as before, 

then co ns t ruct a test using the sentences in which t he worrls 

occurred. Present students with multiple-choice alternativPS 

for the words ' meanings in these contexts. Shown below is a 

sentence in which the word pas sin g may have a new meaning a~d a 

multiple- choice item. 

He remar ked in pass i ng that the funct i on of the marriaqe 
broker was ancient and honorable . 

passing means 

A. to overtake 
B. to let through 
C. in the reqular course of events 
D. without m~ch unde r standing 

This assessment can ide ntify those word meanings which are 

generally difficult for s t udents as well as speci!i c students or 

groups of students who will be hav i ng part i cular difficulty with 

the new meanings. While exam ini~ g t he t ext for ne w meanings and 

testing students ' know l edg e of th os e meaning s prov i des the teacher 

with useful information, i t is ext remely t i me consu mi ng. However, 

one doesn't need to do thi s re peatedly . Each time it ' s don e , the 

teacher gains a better under s tand i ng of ~rat the s t ude nts do n't know . 

And eventually the teacher's intuit i on becomes extreme ly accurate. 

Another technique is to get student s' ass i stance i n identifying 

word-meaning combinations that may need t o be ta ugh t . This can be 

done either by having a stud ent or group of stu de nt s scan mater ial 

the class is about to read and picl out words that seem t o be used 
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with new meanings, or by having students simply jot down such 

words as they are actually reading a selection. If the former 

approach is used, the new word-meaning combinations would probably 

d h l t . n If the latter be taught before the class rea s t e se ec 10 • 

h d Coul d be discussed after the class approach is used, t e wars 

had finished the selection. Note, howeYer, that this latter 

procedure will not help students with the initial reading of the 

selection. Note also that either approach leaves the teacher with 

· h be used .again when th.e selection is a list of words that m1g t 

next used by a class . 

The final technique I'll suggest is use of The Living Word 

, k 1976) This reference work Vocabulary (Dale and O Rour e, • 

l Of test s used to ascertain students' knowledge presents the resu ts 

b . t· It contains over 43,000 of various word-meaning com 1na ions. 

entries. Each entry lists a word, a meaning, and the grade level 

of which between 67 and 84 percent of the students tested knew the 

word with that meaning. The following shows the entries for the 

word E,_Qg. 

Grade Score Word Meaning 
artist --r -S-0 pose to sit for an 

6 80 pose to pretend 

8 84 pose positfon 
l 2 78 pose to present 

By using this reference, the teacher would be able to determine the 

new meanl·ng he or she was considering teaching is likelihood that a 

d l ls For example, with sixth known by students at various gra e eve • 
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graders, the teacher would prohably need to teach the meaning of 

~ as "to present" but nnt the meaning of~ as "to sit for 

an artist." 

These, then, are some of the factors to conside r with respect 

to teaching new meanings for words which are already in students' 

oral vocabularies with another meaning. This final section of the 

paper will present methods for teaching such wor~s. Methods of 

teaching new meanings can be classified as direct or conte xtual. 

Direct methods teach new meanings of words outside of the 

context of normal reading . There are two possible purposes of 

such instruction. One is to teach specific new meanings, and the 

other is to alert students to the fact that some words have 

multiple meanings and that they need to take this fact into account 

when determining the meaning of a word in a particular context. 

Teachin g of new meanings for specific words in isolation should 

probably be fairly rare in Entjlish classes, since English does not 

frequently employ common words with special new meanings. Suppose, 

however, one wanted to teach the word~ with the meaning "to 

present." The general strategy for teaching multiple meanings is 

to relate the new meaning to the already known meaning, showing 

first the similarities and then the rlifferences in meaning. The 

teacher's explanation to the class would be something like the 

following. 

You all know that the word~ means "to sit for a photographer" 
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as in the sentence, "I always have to pose for pictures on 
my birthday." But the word~ can also mean "to present" 
as in the sentence, "He pose~solution to the probl~m." The 
similarity between the two meanings ts that both include the 
idea of presenting. One presents himself to a photographer 
to get his picture taken and one presents a solution to a 
problem. The difference between the two meanings is that~ 
meaning "to sit for a photographer" has a very restricted 
meaning; one can pose only to get one's picture taken or 
drawn. On the other hand, po·se meaning "to present" has a 
much broader meaning; one can pose a question, a problem or a 
solution. 

Note that while the example presented here is teacher centered, the 

general strategy could be followed in an approach which more fully 

involves the students. That is, students can be asked to give 

sentences using each meaning and to note similarities and differences 

in the meanings. 

As noted above, another purpose for teaching new meanings out 

of context is to alert students to the fact that words have multiple 

meanings. One way of making students sensitive to multiple 

meanings is to give them lists of multiple-meaning words and their 

definitions and have them write sentences illustrating the various 

meanings. A slightly different way to accomplish the same purpose 

is to give students pairs of sentences illustrating different 

meanings of words and have them define the meanings of the words 

in the various sentences using dictionaries. Note that this latter 

procedure familiarizes students with using the multiple meanings 

dictionaries provide, something they often need help with. 

The second sort of methods for teaching new meanings of words 

are called contextual. Contextual methods teach new meanings of words 
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when such meanings are used in the material students are reading. 

Work with new meanings for words that occur in the context of 

students' normal reading should be quite frequent in Enqlish 

classes, particularly in the lower qrades and with less able 

students. 

There are a number of contextual methods that can be used. 

For the most part, the actual instructlo-fl. takes place either 

before the students read the selection in which the new meaninqs are 

used or both before they read the selection and while they are 

reading it. This is so because instruction that takes place after 

students read a selection, while it mav help students to learn new 

meanings, cannot help them with reading the selection. They have 

already read the selection. On the other hand, instruction that 

takes place before or while students read can help them both in 

learning new meanings and in reading the selection. 

One method of teaching new meanings before students read a 

selection begins with the teacher identifying the new word-meaning 

combinations that will need to be taught and extracting the sen

tences in which the words occur from the selection. Assuming that 

students do not know the meanina of beat as "to search," the fol

lowing sentences might be extracted from a mystery. 

The search for the missina heiress continued for days. The 
police beat the countryside looking for her. 

Having extracted various segments such as this from the text, the 

teacher gives them to the students and then discusses each in turn 
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following the general strategy noted above. That is, the teacher 

elicits from the students the known meaning, the new meaning, 

sentences using each, and comments on the similarities and dif

ferences in the meanings. 

Such a method is appropriate when n~w meanings are likely 

to prove very difficult for students and when the new meanings 

are likely to be fairly widely used. But, of course, the method 

is time consuming. A less time consuming method, but one which 

produces less lasting results, is to simply give the students 

lists of the new word-meaning combinations they will encounter 

before they read the selection. 

Another method which is appropriate when the new meanings are 

not likely to prove too difficult is to pick out sentences in which 

new word-meaning combinations occur and have students arrive at 

the new meanings with the aid of small group discussion and dic

t ionaries. And a method which is appropriate when the new me~nings 

are likely to provide very little difficulty is to simply giv~ 

students a list of the words which may be used with new meanings 

and tell them to be alert for these new meanings as they read. 

Of course, there are a variety of other techniques that can be 

used to sensitize students to the -fact that words often have mul

tiple meanings and to teach specific new meanings. Some are listed 

in Dale, O'Rourke, and Bamman (1975), and others can be derived from 

the suggestions given above. The main purpose of this paper has 
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been to stress that students do encounter words with new and 

different meanings, and these new meaninas will at least in some 

cases need to be taught. the paper that follows this one (in the 

next issue of MEJ) will deal with the teaching of words that are 

themselves new to students. 
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OUTSTANDING WRITERS, WHERE ARE YOU? 
Patricia M. Fergus 
Stat~ Coordinator 
Achievement Awards in Writing Program 

Often, when I mention the Achievement Awards in Writinq 

Program, teachers respond with quizzical looks or "What's that?" 

Since it appears that the program suffers from a lack of publicity, 

a brief description may be in order. 

The program, sponsored annually by the National Council of 

Teachers of English, has two main objectives: "to encourage 

student writers and to recognize publicly some of the best writers 

in the nation." Eligible are high school juniors from public, 

private, and parochial schools in the United States and Canada 

as well as from American schools abroad, who are nominated by their 

English departments. Each student submits two wri~ten compositions: 

a sample of "best writing" and an impromptu theme on a topic 

designated by NCTE. Teams, of two judges each, recommend finalists 

(a maximum number of 876 is possible). Each state is allowed 

finalists, the specific number being proportionate to the state's 

population (for Minnesota the allotment is 16). The District of 

Columbia is allowed four finalists; the Canadian and American 

schools abroad two. The number of nominees depends on the school's 

current total enrollment in grades 10,11, and 12. Selection is not 

made by an individual teacher but is agreed upon by the English 

department often a group of teachers or a committee of high school 
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teachers and students -- in a preliminary contest . 

Standards for submission are set forth in the information 

sheet for schools : "The student should write clearly and effec

tively, revealing the ability to think for oneself and demonstrating 

competence in a wide range of writing skills. This may, but does 

nbt necessarily, imply excellence in what is usually called 'cre

ative' writing; the judginq committees may be as favorablv im

pressed by a good expository article as by a good poem, for example. 

A prospective nominee need not express a desire to major in English . " 

Names and addresses of all finalists are printed in a booklet 

which is mailed in October to directors of adr:,issions and to English 

dep1rtment ht ~ds in 3000 colleges, universit i es and junior colleges 

in the Ur 1 ~2d States. A letter recommending these students for 

scholarship s and financial assistance, if needed, accompanies the 

booklet. Governors, state superintendents of education, members of 

Congress, NCTE affiliate organizations, winners and their high 

school principals also receive the announcement. 

In each state a coordinator administers the program and is 

responsible for selection of judqes; a flow of correspondence, 

nomination blanks, entries, tabulations, and other documents 

between schools, judges, NCTE, and the coordinator; check i ng and 

double checking each step in the 8-month process, and in r~se of 

judges' disagreements, making the final-decision or appo in ting a 

team to do so . 



Qualifications for judges can best be presented by quoting 

from "Procedures for Judging the Achievement Awards in Writing 

Competition, 1978": 

In evaluating the two pieces of writing, the judges should 
consider the effectiveness of each piece in terms of its own 
purpose. They should answer for themselves such questions as, 
Do the students show some depth of thought in the quality and 
presentation of ideas? Even if the thought is relatively 
commonplace, do the students show that they have made it their 
own? Are the writers clear about who they are in relation to 
their subject and audience? In their exposition do they show 
that they can think logically? Do the students guide their 
readers through the main points of the paper with appropriate 
transitions and illustrations? Do they provide sufficient 
detail and examples to convince the reader to believe them? 
In more imaginative writing, do they maintain consistent 
patte-rns of detail? Do they suggest ramifications of simple 
ideas or the simple structure of complex ideas? Do they show 
a range of command in vocabulary and sentence patterns? Does 
the diction reveal specificity, aptness, and freshness in the 
use of the language? 

Those are but sample questions a judge might ask. The com
prehensive question is whether or not the writer exhibits 
power to inform and move an audience by means of control of 
a large range of the English language. If the student does 
not show an inquiring mind coping with real issues, the verdict 
should almost certainly be 'No.' But 'fuzziness' should not be 
mistaken for profundity, nor mechanical sloppiness for orig
inality. Furthermore, although editorial and mechanical 
correctness is a virtue, meaningful variations should be 
allowed and the mere absence of mechanical error should not 
be overvalued. Excellent writers may blunder under the con
ditions of impromptu writing even when they have a brief 
period of proofreading; in those cases some mechanical or 
spelling errors should be overlooked. 

It is possible that you will select a finalist who is not 
equally good on both samples of writing. As a rule, flawed 
brilliance is to be preferred over correct dullness. 

fn judging the impromptu, "to demand elegance or startling orig

inality is probably unreasonable, but one can ask for honesty, 
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clarity, and efficient organization." 

Is the program alive in Minnesota? Indeed it is, but it 

can and should be stronger. Last year I received approximately 

75 nominations, and considering the number of juniors in public, 

private and parochial hiqh schools, seventy-five could never 

equal the total number of excellent writers in the entire state . 

Teachers, discuss the nrogram with your department heads, 

principals, and excellent student writers. Contact NCTF for 

details and pertinent forms. Nominate juniors who meet NCTE 

standards and as many as the guidelines will allow, if possible. 

In other words, participate. r,ive these students the opportunity 

to compete with other outstanding writers, to be recognized as 

"some of the best in the nation." Help to elevate writing to the 

level it deserves after all, it is not only a skill, it is also 

a craft and an art. 

I stand ready to help in whatever way I can . Time permitting, 

offer my services as speaker, consultant -- whatever role you may 

wish me to take. Please contact me at the Department of English, 

University of Minnesota, 2D7 Church Street S. E. ~inneapolis, 

Minnesota 55455. 

All of us have a stake in the success of the Achievement 

Awards in Writing Program. 
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Lan gua ge Develo pment: Kinder garten throu1h Grade }l, by Walter 
Loban. NCTE Researc h Report No. l 8. 976,144 pages. 

Reviewed by Gary Himanga 
Cloquet Senior High School 
Cloquet, Minnesota 

Member of MCTE Committee on Research in the Teaching of Composition 

Walter Laban's language development study of a cross ~ection 

of students in the San Francisco area is an exhaustively researched, 

well-documented, reasonably well-written work. Loban divided his 

students into three groups: those high in language ability, those 

low in language ability, and those chosen ty random selection from 

a select group of 211. The study, done longitudinally over 12 

years, included data collected in oral interviews, written compositions, 

reading tests, listening tests, 1.0. tests, and teacher ratings in 

each of the twelve grades. 

As I read through the work, one question kept coming to mind: 

"How can I apply this to my classroom situation?" More often than 

not, I reached the conclusion that I could not. There are three 

reasons for this: (1) A reader must be familiar with the terminology 

of Loban and others, (2) the study confirms beliefs already held 

by educators, and (3) the work is heavily statistical. 

In order to understand all or part of the study, a reader must 

familiarize himself with a whole series of language studies done by 

such people as Bernstein, Allen, Watts, Lawton, and others. Each 

seems to have coined his own set of terms (i.e. "T" units, mazes, etc.) . 

The average English teacher has not been exposed to these ideas in 
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his course work, his work with collea~ues, or his professional 

reading. As such, he must constantly refer to th~ appendix to 

check definitions. However, I found that on a second reading the 

report is more readily understandable. 

The study confirms beliefs already held by most educators . 

Loban states that whites progressed faster than non-whites, 

professionals' children communicated better than non-professionals' 

children, and rich kids developed better languaqe more quickly than 

the poor. Most educators learn these things in their first year 

of teaching. Loban concludes that, "Their home lives and their 

compatibility with the school environment exacted of them comclcxity 

of thought, functional uses of abstraction, distillations of 

experience into words, and imaginative foreseeing of consequences . " 

Put more simply: Johnnie can read, write and cipher because he has 

a positive attitude toward school and a supportive family. This 

is the stuff of parent-teacher conferences merely put into 

pedantic jargon . 

Last, the work is heavily statistical. As I read through, 

constantly had to refer to charts, graphs, and appendices. 

Naturally, I expected the study to include statistical information, 

b~t this makes for "slogging" rather than reading. Loban mentions 

several times that proficient writers and speakers use an economy 

of language. The report is often wordy, tautological, and obtuse. 

For ~omeone who espouses language economy, Loban certainly 
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Th,·s, too, makes for difficult, slow reading. 
doesn't economize. 

For example: "In written language the data on words in dependent 

clauses as a percentage of words in communication units contain 

h ,·nvest,·gator indicated previously in 
the same peculiarities t e 

reference to the average number of written dependent clauses per 

unit." 
The report does have a redeeming factor, however, and that is 

that an average English teacher (one with a background in traditional 

grammar) may be able to distinguish where his students are in their 

f b d . t· "The high 
language development by their use o su or ,na ion. 

group uses phrases, gerunds, participles, infinitives, appositives 

and nominative absolutes. The low group begins to use more 

,·n ways si'milar to the high groups' use of them 
dependent clauses 

h 1 · d" s,·mply by applying this basic 
at the elementary sc oo per10 . 

few Others Wh ich Loban advocates, the teacher should 
principle and a 
be able to tell where his students are in their language development. 

However, the book will be more useful if an individual is willing 

to read it more than once; the first time to familiarize himself 

with the terminology, and in successive readings to make applications 

to his individual teaching situation. 

BLOOMINGTON WRITING ASSESSMENT 
Orville Ruud 
Rloomington Puhlic Schools 
Bloomington, Minnesota 

A writing assessment developed in Bloomington, ~innesota, 

used the writing exercises and orimarv trait scorinq of the National 

Assessment of Writing. The assessment has also been used in the 

Minnesota Northwest Educational Cooperative Service Unit schools 

and in the Department of ~efense ~ependent Schools. It examines 

specific writing traits and involves citizens and staff in setting 

desired performance standards, marir.a judgments of achievement and 

reporting recommendations. 

The Bloomington writing assessment's purpose was to report the 

writing skills of Bloo~ington students to the public. These results 

were also to ~e used for curriculum improvement. The Bloomington 

writing assessment was the work of many people. First, a writing 

steering committee of nine teachers clearly described "!~hat Is 

Writing" from the Bloominaton writina curriculum. The steering 

committee outlined the content for the assessment, described an 

appropriate testing procedure and prescribed constraints and 

expectations to be observed in the choice of appropriate writing 

exercises. 

Definition of l~ritina and l·1riting 11.ssessment 

Writing is the recording and preserving of languaae and the 
tra~smission of ideas. Writin g is subject to cer~ain organi
z~t,onal and m~c~anic~l co~ventions. Although writing purposes 
differ, all wr1t1ng situations presupoose the existence of a 
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message and an audience and all must be evaluated in terms 
of their appropriateness in those situations. 

The different purposes for which one writes -- recording 
information; responding to a situation establish:d for the 
writer; expressing a personal observation (for either oneself 
or another); or attempting to persuade the reader to do or 
believe something -- share some attributes to qualify as ~ccept
able, but also have distinctive attributes related to their 
purposes. 

Primary Writing Traits 

The recording of information (lists, instructions, directions, 
proposals, minutes, etc.) must be clear, coherent and complete. 

Responding (answering a test item; completing a questionnaire; 
writing an assigned paragraph of com~arison, etc.~ must be .. 
appropriate for the situation established. That is, the writing 
must be well enough organized, developed and expressed, to 
satisfy the expectations ·established in the situation. 

Expressive writing must be true to Hs. intention .. For e~ample, 
if a poem attempts to recreate an emotional experience, 1t must 
do so to a degree that enables different readers to fe:l they 
have experienced the situation as the writer intended it to be 
perceived. 

Persuasive writing must have sufficient cogent and relevant data, 
expressed in a tone appropriate for the audience for which it is 
intended. 

Secondary Traits 
Mechanical accuracy includes ~uch language skills as paragraphing, 
sentence structure, capitalization, punctuation, spelling, word 
usage, and agreement. Mechanical accuracy must be measured in 
terms of_ these skills. 

Testing Constraints and Expectations 

Constraints: Tests should require a maximum of 45 minute~ of 
testing time. 
There should be one test experience per pupil per class . 
National exercises should be used. . 
The test situation should approximate the general 
writing environment. 
The test should be one which can be administered by 
t_eachers . 
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[ypectations: Growth between nth, Bth and 11th should be measured 
in overlap exercises (some exercises identical). 
Exercises must have a field test. 
A test administration manual should te provided for 
teacher use . 
A scorinq guirle should he described for each item. 

A writing assessment task force of six teachers selected 

appropriate test exercises, combined them into t est boo~lets and 

field tested the exercises with students. The exercises were 

assigned to test booklets in a way to ~roduce booklets having 

two to four exercises . A test booklet could be completed in about 

45 minutes of testing. 

Writinq Exercise Selection 

I-RECORDING II-RESPONDING III-EXPRESSION IV-PERSLIASIO~ V-MECHANICS 

Telephone 
201 014-4(10 
(Packet A) 

Thank You Letter 
201002-41,sn , 
(Packet D,-n,D) 

Music Parents' Club Kangaroo 
101003-nRl 2n1no4-4&1 10213-400 
(Packet n,B)(Packet. B',r,r) (Packet .A,R,E) 

Telephone Address Envelope Tennis Shoes Woman's Place Famous Buildinqs 
201 Ol 8-081 201021-480 l 01 □ 1 3 -48'1 203014-4'.Sl 2n 3012 -OR~ 
(Packet O,B)(Packet C,E) (Packet n,B,A)(Packet F,E,B)(Packet A&R.,A~n) 

Accident Report 
B-01-481 
(Packet A,C,C) 

Job Letter 
2()2()13-001 
(Packet C) 

~loon Report 
203008-48() 
(Packet C,C) 

Letter to Classmate 
201017-481 
(Packet E,A,B) 

201002 indicates that this is item number 2n1on2 from the 

National Assessment. 4dif' indicates the item was not assessed nation

ally for 8th or 11th grade but was used in grades 4,8,11. (Pack-

et D,D,D) indicates that this item was in packet O grade 4, packet 

D grade 8 and packet n grade 11. A test packet had two to four items 

and could be completed in about 45 minutes of testing. 
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National Assessment consultant, Ms. Ina Mullis,trained Dr . 

Orville Ruud and Dr. Rosemary Schneiderhan, Minnesota Department 

of Education, in the assessment scoring procedures and provided 

scorer training materials and scored samples to use in training 

the Bloomington scorers. Writing exercises were administered in 

regular school classes. The writing sample chosen randomly from 

all students was scored and results coded for summary and analysis 

with data processing. An analysis and reporting group reviewed the 

results to identify strengths and weaknesses, to describe concerns 

and recommendations, and to assemble the report . 

Every Bloomington 4th grade, 8th grade and 11th grade pupil 

participated in the writing evaluation, except pupils in classes 

for limited cognitive skills (EMR). Test packets were distributed 

to junior high and senior high teachers so that each teacher would 

use all packets if they taught five classes. Each elementary 

school had at least two packets, one of which contained a mechanics 

exercise. The writing exercises were administered during the 

regular time for writing instruction by each student's regular 

writing teacher. For scoring, a sample of 294 grade 4 pupil tests, 

383 grade 8 pupil tests, and 418 grade 11 pupil tests was randomly 

selected from a listing of district students at each level. 

Test scorers, trained by Dr. Orville Ruud and Dr. Rosemary 

Schneiderhan, reviewed the criteria for scoring and scored samples 

of writing previously scored by National Assessment to acquire 
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scoring practices that were congruent with those used by National 

Assessment. The scorers worked in pairs to score all tests. The 

score of every 5th booklet was reviewed by fJr. Ruud. In a sample 

of ten test booklets that were rescored in secondary traits 

(mechanics), two punctuation errors were noted which were not 

previously scored out of on such areas for possible chanae. It 

is believed that the scorinq was valid and highly reliable. 

201004-481 

Scoring Criteria Example 
Primary Writing Trait - Persuasion 

Friday fJance 

Argument 
Level 
--0-.!i.Q_ res oonse; fra gment (something written but no complete 

thought on the subject. Example: Dear Parents Club, l) 

Does not take~ clear position, _Q.!:_ takes~ ~osition but gives 
.tJ.£ reasons:-TMay give wea k reference to one 

A. In some ways I think it should be longer, but then again 
maybe it shouldn't. 

B. I think the dance should be longer than just 7 to 9. 
Also they should have a ~and and let the students make 
the decorations. 

C. I think the hours of the Friday dance are just fine. I 
have asked around and most of the other students agree 
with me. 

D. If you change the hours to 7 to 11 or 12, we will be 
very happy. 

2 The writer takes a position and giv~s one unelahorated reason. 
T'f1ay give weak reference to more than one) 

A. I think you shoul~ mi~e the dance longer than just 7 to 9. 
If you don't, nobody's qoing to come to your dance. 

B. Please make the dance last longer than just till O o'clock. 
Then we could have more time to have fun. 

C. I hope you will change the hours of the dance. 7 to 10 
would be much better. In two hours, you only get started, 
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then it's time to go home. 
D. 7 to 9 is fine . Any later it will be too dangerous to 

walk home . 
E. If you're only going to have one dance a year, it ought 

to be a long one . 
F. Please make the Friday dance later. After all, we're not 

babies any more. 

3. The w~iter presents ar guments and s upports them. Sever a l 
reasons~ given, ,Q_£. one is~ and e l aborated~-

7. Illegible ,Q_£. illiterate re~ ponse. Do not code if only a few 
words are ~nreadable, but if the words in question miqht change 
the score, code 7. 

8. Misunderstands the question£.!:. writes _Q.!!. com pletel y different 
subJect. . 
Writes a letter from Parents' Club to Pat Smith. . 
Writes a letter from Pat Smith about some other problem in school. 
Any other response that does not fit in another category . 

9. I don't know; I am not interested in dances; I don't want to 
write anything. . . 
Tries to write clever or sarcastic letter which student 
did not think the Parents' Club would take seriously. 

Most Bloomington 4th, 8th and 11th grade students have plans 

which include more schooling and thus more use of writing skills . 

They are reading mostly fiction, news or about hobbies . Writing 

for fun and writing letters are the often reported kinds of writing, 

yet some students are writing stories and poems. A range of writing 

abilities and of reading abilities are reported by students at all 

levels. 

Bloomington students were found to capably record information 

with completeness, clarity and coherence. They write thank you notes 

and letters and address envelopes. However, grade 11 students showed 

lower skills than their national peers in writing a letter of job 
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applicat i on . Writing f or expression was a strength. Persuasive 

writing of Bloomin gton students was deficient in that students did 

not clearly present their points of view and support them. Good 

mechanics of writing were used by Bloomington students; _yet 

spelling, use of awkward sentences and ounctuation were seen as 

areas needing improvemeht in r elati on to the expectations of 

t,eachers and parents. 

Analysis involved a j ud gment of the strength, probable 

strength, acceptable, probable weakness or weakness of student 

performance fr om comparison with citizen-staff standards and national 

pe r forman ce. Following such analysis, comments and recommendations 

were responsibly written by a citizen-~taff analysis and reportinq 

c0~~ittee. Th i s committee linked toqether data with issues and then 

mad e specific recommendations. 

ARGU!-IENT 
(Tota l 100%) 

Lees not take a 
d .ear position 

Ta kes a c l ea r 
position 

Ta:Ce s a clea r pos ition 
.ar~ d gives one 
une laborated reason 

Pres ents arguments 
and supports them 

RATING OF EXPECTED PERFORMANCE 

I V PERSUASION 

.Mi nimum Desired Mini mum Desired 

4 th (2 01004) 8 th ( 201004) 
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11th ( 201004 ) 
Minimum Desired 



MYTH AS AN ORGANIZING PRINCIPLE FOR LITERARY CURRICULUM 
· John M. Alexander 

College of St. Scholastica 
Duluth, Minnesota 

A tenacious assumption underlying the teaching of college 

English is that the discipline is untamable. Students have an 

infinite variety of interests; the age constantly makes new demands 

upon us as teachers of literature. • Outside of the classroom theories 

of criticism that attempt to provide an:overar~hing continuity to 

literary study are suspect, to the point where criticism itself 

becomes suspect, as a field of study that interferes with the 

direct experience of the work itself. Instead of the concept of 

literature as a unified, cohesive body of knowledge, there are 

indiYidual poems to be analyzed, discrete genres to be catalogued, 

self-contained historical periods to be set in order. Faced with a 

profusion of critical approaches to literature, departments _of 

literature and individual faculty hav~ adopted a laissez-faire 

approach to the organization of literary knowledge, acquiescing 

to a myopic eclecticism that finds its more articulate champions 

defending this lack of co~esiveness on the grounds that the reading 

of literatJre is a "private enterprise." 

Unlike our more p~os~erous and gregarious friends in the social 

sciences, humanists tend to work in solitary ways. The enterprise 

that we engage in is often that of a mediator in a quasi 7 spiritual 

rit~al that takes place between the reader and his book. However, 

as expressed by Graham Hough in~ llill. £!!. Criticisml ,"it is when 
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we step back to reflect on that enterprise that criticism really 

begins ... there arises the need to question, to analyze, to set 

down in order, to compare. And this activity we call criticism." 

While we cannot control, much less understand, the nature of the 

reading process itself, we can begin to examine the nature of the 

response that a work of literature succeeds in eliciting. As a 

"normal prolongation of intelligent reading" criticism is thus an 

integral facet of literature study. As Northrup Frye claims in The 

Anatomy Qi Criticism, perhaps all that can be taught about liter

ature is criticism. Instruction in literature by necessity, then, 

is involved with instruction in criticism, and whether the theories 

that we either explicitly or implicitly use fully serve the ends 

to which we put them, wiil depend unon the importance Jnd the power 

of the system at hand . 

Since World War II , and more precisely, the publication of 

Northrup Frye's Anatomy of Criticism in 1957, myth criticism has 

become an i~portant mode of criticism practiced in the universities . 

It has become the logical precursor of the diverse movement known 

as formalist criticism or new criticism as articulated by I.A. 

Richards, John Crowe Ransom, (leanth Rrooks, and Wellek and Warren 

in their Theory g_f Literature. Unlike the advocates of new 

criticism, the myth critics eschewed the one common principle that 

linked the new critics in a common bond, the claim for orjectivity 

in literary analysis with the primacv of the literary work itself as 
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the sole focus of critical at tenti on. By plac i~ g the total ontoloqy 

for the work within the work itself, new criticism had committed the 

fallacy that the reader has th~ ability to remain "within" the 

work, that somehow it is possible to separate ourselves from the 

age, from other forms of knowledge, from the sense of continuity to 

literary experience. On the other hand, myth criticism offered the 

profession a perspective from which to view the totality of literature 

and the literary response, rather than a discreet set of formula 

by which individual poems might be analyzed. Freed from such con

ceptual elements as point of view, paradox, symbol, and irony, 

professors were able to focus on the experience and impact of liter

ature on the reader. Though the movement has been labeled as reduc

tionist, that it distorts literature beyond recognizable shape, that 

it denies historicity and process, and that it fails to accurately 

define its key terms, such as "myth," its detractors prefer to 

ignore Frye's own comments that his work is ironic, and that he does 

not wish to create a system that enslaves others. 2 

The origin of the modern school of myth criticism may be found 

in the work of the Cambridge Hellinists, notably that of Jane Harrison 

and Sir James Frazer whose ,Golden~ has been the seminal influence 

for muc~ of the literary, anthropological, and psychological 

thought of this century.3 Rejecting the notion that my:h is merely 

a "story," a "lie," or a "misconception," the psychologist C. G. 

Jung and Erich Neumann claimed that myth externalizes the psychic 
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experience of the entire race, hence having the power to reveal 

truths not attainable by rational analysis alone. Neumann speaks 

of the archetype as accompanied by a cluster of symbols that may 

have a powerful effect on the individual subconscious. Neumann in 

The Great Mother speaks of tlie manner by which the archetype can 

result in an energetic disruption of the natural functions within 

the psyche, "This effect appears .... in positive and negative 

emotions, in fascinations and projections, and also in anxiety, 

in manic and depressive states, and in the feeling that the ego is 

being over-powered."4 For Jung and the myth critics, the source of 

the archetype is the collective unconscious, that vague and admit

tedly il l -defined area that links all men by means of universal 

patter 0s or symbols. 

Just what are these "formulas" that appear to be universally 

shared and recurrent in the myths and literatures of various peoples? 

Frye's statement that they are "relatively restricted" appears to 

be an understatement judging by the numerous anthropological studies 

that appear in print dating b~ck to Frazer's classic studies. The 

search for the father and father-slayers appear again and again. A. H. 

Gayton has catalogued the various retellings of the Orpheus myth 

in folk-tale and legend, particularly in the Western hemisphere. 5 

Mircea Eliade has written on the myth of the eternal return and the 

• · · ·t· lt res Some cons1"der the oedipus-"paradise myth in prim, 1ve cu u . 

type myth as the prototype for all human myths. Erich Neumann has 
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traced the "great mother" archetype through a formidable body of 

cultural mythologies and art. Joseph Campbell finds the hero

myth to be the classic urmyth that links all mythologies.6 Clyde 

Kluckhohn's survey of the mythologies of fifty diverse cultures 

discovered numerous recurrent patterns in myth among which are 

tales of floods serving as punishment, the slaying of monsters, 

incest, sibling rivalry, castration (actual and symbolic), and 

~ndrogynous deities.7 

These recurrent patterns are often labeled archetypes, which 

in turn make up individual myths, which in turn lead to comprehensive 

mythologies. For Jung, Neumann, and Campbell a mythology represents, 

then, a comprehensive externalization of the collective unconscious, 

or,in other words, the total corpus of its literature. Literary 

critics have been teased into making rather extravag~nt claims 

for the special knowledge that literature may reveal as viewed 

from the mythic prospective, and have on too many occasions given 

to myth a special kind of knowledge that borders on, if not 

encompasses, the sacred. 8 In scorning the "literary-psychoanalytical" 

school, Brian Vickers in a recently published book entitled Towards 

Greek Tragedy9 argues that myth ought to be interpreted according to 

t~e syntagmatic approach employed by Lord Raglin and Vladimir 

Propp, "in a linear or horizontal manner .... following the sequence 

of e~ents in the tale in the chronological order ~n which they occur." 

(183) Vickers, echoing the complaint of other anthropologists, • 
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claims that myth critics have forsaken the social realities in

herent in ritual, preferring instead to seek the basis for myth 

in the sacred. And of Frye's Anatomy Qi Criticism, "One can read 

the whole book and find no other awareness of the social realities 

of ritual, despite glib references to anthropology." (169) It is 

natural to assume that the anthro~ologist or literary historian 

would be more concerned about the syntagmatic function of myth 

than the mythic critic, whose concern is more with the univer

salities and applicability of the archetype. This is not to say 

that the mythic critic is a-historical, nor does he neglect the 

social function of myth. The confusion and controversy surrounding 

the use of the word "myth" might clarify itself if "myth" could 

simply mean "story" or "narrative" which is closer to the Arista-

' telian and Latin "mythos" than it is to modern uses. 

Joseph Campbell claims that mankind has not outgrown his need 

for myth . A living myth, according tc Campbell, has four functions. lO 

A living myth has first a mystical function which inspires a sense 

of "awe and gratitude" in relation to the mystery of the universe. (215) 

The solitary individual thus is able to unite himself with the trans-

. h i b d th self In participating in and personal, that wh1c s eyon e . 

communing with the wonder of existence, the mythic approach says to 

the student and instructor alike, "Look, there is something bigger 

than the both of us. There are for~es, bel~efs, patterns, symbols 

that transcend individual poems, national literatures, civilizations, 
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time itself. Your vague imaginings, fears, your entire emotive 

life are not separate from the literatures and languages of other 

nations and ages." 

Campbell's second function of myth, the cosmological, offers 

an image of the universe consistent with the scientific knowledge 

of the day. And in Campbel 1 's view "The world picture of a 11 the 

major religions are ~t least two thousand years out of date," 

creating a "sure pill for at least a mild schizophrenia." (215) 

In the secular age in which we live the failure of religion to 

provide an adequate explanation for the mystery of the cosmos has 

been superseded by science fiction's dominance of the mass reading 

market. Science fiction has been called by some "the new mythes" 

creating images of the universe and of man that are consistent 

with the most advanced of scientific thought. Science fiction 

fulfills the rhquirements of a living mythology in that it provides 

myths of the destiny and perhaps the survival of man based upon 

modern scientific knowledge. Science fiction may be found in every 

technological society in the world, affirming human mastery and 

control over hts own future. Its power to ent~rall an audience 

fulfills the need for us to ' believe that a future is possible, 

that somehow the overpowering forces of the universe will not blot 

out man's recognizable existence. Even though h& may be a mutant, 

he is still homo sapiens. The financial success and the emotional 
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response of audiences to the recent Twentieth-Century Fox hit 

Star Wars confirms the belief that the public needs affirmations 

of the destiny and triumph of man. While we in the profession 

have argued for more careful discrimination among conflicting 

points of view and a greater complexity in the portrayal of char

acter types (because we have somehow been misled into the notion 

that reality is complex, even beyond our understanding,) SF has 

presented the public with credible images of a future that, if not 

complex, at least avoid the numbing ambiguities of ordinary life. 

Campbell's third function of a living mythology, the need to 

"validate, support, and imprint the norms of a given, specific 

moral order .... of the society in which the individual is to live" 

has been a central purpose for the reading and teaching of literature 

going back at least to Plato. When departments of English came into 

being in the 19th century, the Horatian pleasure-instruction 

principle emphasized the wealth of moral instruction that could be 

applied to the student's daily thought and activities. Pleasure 

from literature came as a by-produ~t of moral instruction, which 

meant in the lower grades, students read such anthologies as 

Longfellow's"A Psalm of Life," Bryant's "Thanatopsis," Washington 

Irving's "The Grave," and Jane Taylor's "God Blesses the Industrious." 

Richard Ohmann, in his recent book, English.!.!!_ America:~ Radical 

View rt the Professionll claims that the college teaching of English 

originated with the need of the universities to equip the new cap-
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tains of industry wi~h t~e necessary skills to lead the expanding 

industrialism of the late nineteenth century. In fts support of 

the moral order, instruction in literature served to acculturate 

the rising middle class with the proper forms of morality and 

etiquette of a commercial society. The power that literature 

possesses in changing social mores fs testfffed to by its suppression 

by dictatorships, the attention given to it by minority movements' 

drive for equality, the ever-persistent surveillance of it by 

local school boards and the tax-paying public. 

While it may seem obvious enough that literature fulfills the 

r.eed of a living mythology. in validating and supporting the moral 

or der of society. its role in terms of Campbell's fourth requiremen t_ 

is perhaps of even greater significance for a college curriculum. 

Campbell's fourth function of myth is to guide the individual, 

an armony of spirit. through "stage by stage. in health. strength. d h 

th e whole foreseeable course of a useful life." (215) The univer

sa lity of myth and the applicability of a mythic approach to litera

t ~re cohere directly with the levels of maturity that the student 

~ndergoes t hr oughout his college experience. College enforces a 

rapid m~turity upon students. If we consider education as an on

going process, then we need to recognize those universals of human 

~ev e lopment that repeat themselves in hu~an life. 
. 

Joseph Katz and associates in a book entitled, .fiQ_ Time for 

Youthl2 compiled exhaustive data concerning the affective devel-
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opment of 3,500 students at Berkely and Stan·ford, Many of the 

psychological tasks and problems undergraduates experience are 

repeated in various farms in archetypal patterns in literature. 

Such psychological problems involve the separation from homes and 

parents, confrontation with a variety of peers. the insecurities 

and often staggering doubt associated with a questioning of one's 

powers and identity. Katz shows how even the most rigid and self

assured of students express imaginative dreams of escape from the 

pressures of maturation and academic accomplishment. The forms of 

escape often take the form of motorized journey, travel, heroic 

accomplishments and inevitably some type of transformation or meta

morphosis, in which the student's concept of self is altered. In 

the words of Katz, "older problems and feelings, often dating back 

to childhood. are revived once more. and many students find them

selves more or less consciously struggling with derivatives or 

earlier feelings of narcissism. omnipotence. or passive dependency. 

At the same time. there are the demands of the new roles that the 

student is about to fill, which call for greater social, sexual, 

and occupational maturity." When asked in their senior year "How 

have you changed since the fall of 1961?" most note that they have 

become more stable, and have achieved self-understanding. self

satisfaction, self-criticism. a better defined philosophy, better 

I emotional control, etc. It is apparent that the major auest in the 

undergraduate's experience does not involve an increase in knowledge. 
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nor an increase in intellectual curiosity. For the student, in ~he 

words of Katz, "To him, 'education' seems only secondarily to be 

the education of the mind." (10) 

The mythic approach to literature has the effect of making the 

reader aware simultaneously that his own inner life is separate 

from the total life of man yet it is a part of that total life . 

Herein lies the power of the mythic approach to literature, in its 

ability to ease the student from one difficult transitory stage to 

another, by means of an increasing self-awareness, as well as an 

awareness that his development is only a part of a universal pat

tern that finds its fulfillment in the definition of man. Myth 

offers the individual "the assurance that he can bank on the universe 

and its laws, and, more importantly, on society and its structure." 13 

Such knowledge can be comforting as well as disturbing, for the 

mythic vision ends in man's mortality. 

It is apparent by Katz's study that students are continually 

engaged in a process of problem-solving concerning difficulties asso

ciated with maturation, and these problems may be clarified and re

fined through study in imaginative literature. The mythic approach 

immediately engages the student and encourages him to view a literary 

work as an expression of forces he must continually grapple with 

in his daily activities. In my own experfenc~ I have found nothing 

that excites the students so much as the discovery of an ancient 

archetype or primitive myth in modern literature or current social 
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events. The problem is to contain the imagination once the search 

for such principles is begun. The danger of the mythic approach is 

that it may be too zealously applied, by the student and the pro

fessor alike. Once the surface is plummeted for its mythical 

allusions the study of literature may become mechanical and reduc

tive. The danger is alleviated if a broader concept of the role 

of myth is introduced in the beginning of the course, relating myth 

to other subject areas, including anthropology, psychology, and 

religion. Myth criticism in its broader sense attempts to examine 

a literary work in its reference to the social, religious, and 

historical complex from which it comes. Hence, the study of liter-

ature through myth becomes interdisciplinary in nature, while re

specting the autonomy of the discipline itself. 

In studying how a basic mythic story or archetype is transformed 

through the imaginative literature of succeeding generations, an in

sight may be gained into the structure of contemporary society and 

its relationship to the past. In a course that I recently taught 

based on the scapegoat archetype, my students were disturbed that 

the archetypal ritfal of the scapegoat as found in Fra2er and prim

itive fold tales, was consistently adhered to in modern treatments 

of the scapegoat story. For instance, in several short stories by 

Lawrence, the lack of ritual in the modern age gives way to expres

sion of cruelty and sadism in some of the major characters, The 
I 

discovery that some of these overt, ritualistic patterns became 
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submerged or repressed in the subconscious of a people. and that 

like Proteus. took variegated forms. provided an insight into the 

working of mythic patterns in contemporary society. Myth criticism 

became for me and my class a means of returning to that aspect of 

literature which is bound in history, and it served to destroy the 

fallacy that all readers of literature need to do in examining the 

mythic contents of a work is to discover the ielative parallels 

to ancient mythic stories. For my students, some of whom had already 

done some thinking about the relationships of society to its 

popular culture and mass media. this was a highly attractive way 

of making literature relevant to their own perceptions of experience •. 

An added attraction to the course developed around myth crit

icism is in the diminishing of the student's belief that the most 

relevant literature is the most recent. a notion which is partially 

nourished by views of historical progression. Although mythical 

archetypes are transformed, given certain social and historical 

settings, the mythic approach removes the work from history and 

gives it a universality that is rooted in some of the most exciting 

psychological thought of the time. Like the music student who 

thoroughly dissects a theme; examining its harmonic and progressive 

structure, in order to more fully appreciate the variations that 

follow, the student of literature is given •a conceptual structure 

that may be identified and followed through a series of divers works. 

each illustrating and modifying the original unifying principle . 
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The mythic approach to literature fulfills those requirements for 

universality or "general truths" that no literary criticism dared 

speak of since Samuel Johnson. 

A curriculum that has the study of myth as its core will proceed 

in an organized and linear manner. It will begin with the study of 

ancient mythology, the Bible, and comparative religion. It will 

serve to equalize the teacher and the students by the authority of 

the subject being taught. Its end result will create a unity of 

vision, thought, experience and literature th~t will liberate the 

students from the competing adjustment mythologies that vie for his 

attention. Northrup Frye once wrote, "We have no choice about 

teaching mythology; we have only the choice between teaching genuine 

and perverted kinds of it. 11 14 
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NEW BOOKS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN 
Norine Odland 
University of Minneso~a 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Alexander, Lloyd . THE FIRST TWO LIVES OF LUKAS-KASHA. Dutton, 
1978. 213 pp. $8.50. 

Suspense-filled fantasy in an imaginary Middle Eastern land. 
Lukas, the town n'er-do-well, is washed ashore in the land of 
Abadan and proclaimed king. Alexander's plot is tightly con
trolled; his characters, especially his hero, Lukas, are appealing. 
10 up. 

Baldwin, Anne Norris. A LITTLE TIME. Viking, 1978. 121 pages. 
$6.95. 

Direct in its purpose to describe the family situation when one 
child in 5 (the 4th) is mongoloid. Told in first person but 
author has achieved some distance by what she allows Sarah to 
say and to think. Both sides of the issue of home-care or 
away-from-home care are considered. No sugar coating, not 
teary eyed . 9 up. 

Bawden, Nina. REBEL ON A ROCK. Lippincott, 1978. 159 pp. $7.95. 
Intrigue and mystery in an international setting make this a 
story that holds up without seeming to be a vehicle for explaining 
foster children and sibling rivalry. Smooth confident tone in the 
writing. Young readers gave it high ratings. 11 up. 

Baylor, Byrd. THE WAY TO START A DAY. illus. by Peter Parnall. 
Scribners, 1978. $8.95. 

Baylor's song to the morning is filled with love of life and 
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harmony with nature . Parna ll 's majestic illustrations sweep 
the reader through this beautiful book. all ages. 

Bierhorst, John (ed.) THE r,IRL WHO MARRIED A GHOST - and Other 
Tales from the North American Indian. illus. with photos by 
Edward Curtis .. F?ur Winds, 1978. 115 pp. $9.95. 

A tone o! dignitt pervades.text, pictures, and graphics of the 
book. Nine stories from different North American Indian tribes 
ar! taken from the collection of Edward S. Curtis. Dramatic, 
quiet; reads easily orally. 12 up 

"Bodker, Cecil. SILAS AND THE BLACK MARE. translated ,bY Sheila 
LaFarQe, Oelacorte, 19?8, 153 pp. $6.95. 

Children who read this were enthusiastic about the book generally 
a~d all _talked abou! the great adventure. nne girl said, "It 
mig~t discourage c~ildren from running away from home." They 
bel~eved that the Jacket picture is misleading. Translated from 
Danish. 10-14 

Bulla, Clyde Robert. KEEP RUNNING ALLEN. illus. by Satomi 
Ichikawa. Crowell, 1978. unpaged'. $6.95. 

Bulla'.s latest book successf~lly expresses what it's like to be 
the l)ttlest member of the family. An untied shoelace gives 
Allen_s brothers and ~isters a chance to catch up with him. 
Beautiful full-color illustrations. 5-8 

Carlson, Natalie Savage. JAKY OR DODO? Illus. by r,ail Owens. 
Scribners, 1978. 88 pp $6.95. 

The author is a master-artist with dogs and with French. The 
characters, young and old, are strong individuals. Humor is 
conveyed by a dog who lives two lives. The reader knows something 
the characters do not know. 7-10 

Carrick, Carol. PAUL'S CHRISTMAS BIRTH~AY Illus. by Donald 
Carrick. Greenwillow, 1978. 32 pp. ~fi.95: 

Subtle and attra~tive three-color drawings illustrate this 
sto~y about how it feels to have a birthday the day before 
Christmas. Text and pictures blend perfectly. 4-8 

Cohen, Barbara. THE BINDINr, OF ISAAC. illus. by Charles Mikolaycak. 
Lothrop, 1978. 32 pp. $6.95. 

Story is told by Isaac to his grandchildren. Long enough to be 
~om~lete but s~ort en?ugh for reading aloud and talking about 
it in one sessi?n. Pictures enhance and expand. Vertical lines 
on text pages hinder reading ease but book is too good to reject 
for that reason. 6-12 
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Cohen, Miriam. BEE MY VALENTINE . illus . by Lillian Hoban . 
Creenwillow, 1978. unpaged. $6.95. 

Valentine's Day may be just one day but ft is special and so is 
this book which very young children will like all year around. 
The story goes beyond holiday meaning into feelings of friend
ship. Honest, funny, lively dialog. Pictures make the book. 
Smaller size than other Cohen/Hoban books but nothing is lost 
except margins. 4-7 

de Paola, Tamie. THE CLOWN OF GOD. illus. by author. Harcourt, 
1978. $8.95 . 

Retelling of the legend of the juggler. Powerful full color 
illustrations draw the reader from page to page and from perfor
mance to performance. "First the red ball~ then the orange, 
next the yellow, and the green, blue, and violet. Around and up 
they went until they looked like a rainbow." Giovanni adds the 
shining golden ball to make h1s the most meaningful of gifts. 
all ages 

de Paola, Tomie. THE POPCORN BOOK. illus. by author. Holiday 
House, 1978. unpaged. $6.95. 

Factual information about popcorn is woven into a humorous 
story of Tony and Tiny who like to read and to eat popcorn. 
Children are quiet to catch Tohy's mistake as he cooks the pop
corn and eagerly anticipate and chuckle over the conclusion . 
Two popcorn recipes iflcluded. 5-10 

Dowden, Anne Ophe11a. STATE FLOWERS. Crowell, 1978. 86 pp. 
$7.89. 

In February, 1893, Minnesota 
slipper as its state flower. 
and flower in full color for 

passed a bill naming the lady 
Do~den expertly renders each leaf 

each of the 50 states. all ages 

Fox, Paula. THE LITTLE SWINEHERD ANO OTHER TALES. illus. by 
Leonard Lubin . Dutton, 1978. 114 pp. $7.95. 

A collection of tales and fables told using the ·story within a 
story technique. Goose tells all who wish to listen stories 
which "happened before there were cars." Lubin's intricate pen 
and ink illustrations perfectly complement the text. all ages 

George, Jean Craighead. THE WOUNDED WOLF. illus. by John 
Schoenherr. Harper, 1978. $5.49. 

A realistic account of a wounded wolf who though severely 
wound~d struggles to shield himself from•death's harbingers . 
The haunting rhythm of the text written in free verse enhances 
the wolf's agony. 7 up 
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BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS~ ADOLESCENT NOVELS 
Richard Beach 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

In reading the new 1978 adolescent novels, I was struck by 

the number of adolescent main characters who are preoccupied with 

their own personal problems. They are not interested in the social 

and political issues that tormented the characters of adolescent 

novels of the late sixties and earlr seventies. What many of them 

are interested in is their relationship with parents and other 

"elders." 

The positive note in this is that some writers are attempting 

to create elders who are fntere~ting. While the elders of many 

adolescent novels have been no more than Ozzie and Harriet back

drops, the elders in these novels are developed to the point that 

the adolescent-elders relationships are complex. 

These adolescent-elder relationships are the central focus 

of some of this year's more noteworthy titles. 

In Betty Miles' Looking On (Knopf, 1978; 192 pp.; $6.95), 

Rosalie, who lives with her mother, following her parents' di

vorce, is having difficulties adjusting to change in herself and 

life without her father and brother. She becomes entranced by the 

seemingly glamorous life of a young couple who live next door in a 

mobile home. She spe~ds more and more time with the couple 

ignoring her friends and mother, only to discover that the couple's 
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life isn't all glamor. She sees them bickering over finances 

and household responsibilities and learns that her own friend

ships are more meaningful than the couple's pizza parties. 

Although this book has a didactic bent, I liked the authen

ticity of Miles' portrayal of the young couple's life as well as 

Rosalie's own illusions about their life, illusions derived from 

the glamorous surface images of television ads and celebrity 

magazines. Miles contrasts these illusions against some cold 

economic realities -- the old appearance versus reality theme 

updated to the inflationary 1970's. 

The~ Chair (Harper, 1978; 243 pp.; $7.89) is a strong 

first novel by Canadian writer Bess Kaplan about an eleven-year

old girl's highly emotional experiences with her mother's death 

and her father's remarriage. The quality of the novel lies in the 

authenticity of the first person narrator. After her mother dies 

and her aunts begin to encourage her father to remarry, the girl 

envisions her mother as an angry spirit who is seeking to prevent 

a remarriage. When her father does remarry, she clings to this 

vision and refuses to cooperate with her new step-mother. However, 

as her step-mother is slowly able to d1spell her fears, she learns 

to accept and love her, a shift that is deftly portrayed through 

the change in the girl's perspective. In terms of literary 

quality, this is one of this year's better selections. 

In another novel that portrays an adolescent-elder relation-
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ship, Queen of Hearts by Vera and Bill Cleaver (Lippincott, 1978; 

158 pp; $8.95), a twelve-year old girl attempts to cope with her 

ailing grandmother, a petulant, outspoken, hardy woman who refuses 

to leave her house and move into a nursing home, even after she 

has a stroke. This grandmother is relatively well-developed so 

that it is possible to understand that the girl is both devoted 

to her yet infuriated by her behavior. 

After the grandmother's stroke, the ~jrl 's parents bring in 

relatives to tend her, but they fail because they only baby her. 

The girl then takes over and is able to restore the grandmother's 

self-dignity by getting her to do things she did well in the past . 

While the ambiguities of an adolescent's love/hate relation

ship with a grandparent will ring true for adolescent readers, the 

novel strains in attempting to say so much about "old age" 

problems. · rhe girl's psychological insights about her grandmother 

are a bit too perceptive for any 12 year old. 

In Richard Peck's Father Figure (Viking, 1978; 192 pp.; $8.95), 

a seventeen-year-old narrator, Jim, peers into a very contemporary 

adult world of love, hate, divorce, suicide, wealth and poverty. 

He and his divorced mother live in a protected, upper class world 

in New York City. After Jim's mother commits suicide, he and his 

brother must move to Florida to live with their father, who had 

left their mother when Jim was nine. Jim doesn't get along with 

his father, but with the help of his father's girlfriend, a spunky, 
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"down-to-earth'' waitress, he learns to develop a mutual trust with 

his father. 

As a brash, outspoken moralist, Jim has some perceptive 

insights into an often confused, often hypocritical adult world in 

which both elders and children seek out each other's love. 

M. E. Kerr's Gentlehands (Harper, 1978; 183 pp.; $6.49) also 

portrays the moral conflicts among and between generations. In a 

small resort town, high school age Buddy witnesses the clash between 

the values of his lower middle class parents and the values of his 

somewhat shallow girlfriend's wealthy parents. Juxtaposed against 

these two camps is Buddy's estranged but accommodating grandfather, 

Grandpa Trenker, who, while he is wealthy, has the cultural interests 

his girlfriend's parents lack. These three forces begin to pull 

Buddy apart, as later in the book, he is shocked to learn that 

Grandpa Trenker was actually a brutal officer in a German concentration 

camp. Although the ending may be a bit confusing to some readers, 

Kerr doesn't settle for easy moralizing, but pulls a ~ack to an 

ironic stance -- none of the characters emerge from this socio-

drama as superior .. This book should challenge young readers with 

tough value questions. 
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